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lUTRODUCTION

Broiler production has risen within the past 20 years from relatire

obscurity to becooe one of the nation's fastest growing agricultural indus-

tries, Gwin (19^) states that total broiler production for the United

States in 19U9 was U87 million birds, or 3h percent of the nation' s chicken

eat supply. This tremendotis increase is, of course, due to many factors

which may be briefly classified as inqproved broiler rations, better low-

cost maaagement practices, and genetically superior breeding stock.

Selection of the breeding stock for broiler production has, for the

greater pait, been on the phenotype rather than true genotype of the bird.

Such a means of selection has proved to be advantageous as demonstrated by

the excellent increased growth rates in tod^' s three pound broilers at

8 to 10 weeks of age. With due respect to the methods of handling and choice

of breeding stock by phenotype alone, the question has been raised as to

whether the progeny test might not be applied to broiler production as it

has been ^plied so successfully in other fields of selection.

The progeiy test requires that records be kept in which both parents

of the chick are recorded. A partial progeny test requires that only one

parent be known specificallyj the other parent m^ be one of a limited

number of birds. The progeny test entails more labor and e^q^nse than mazy

poultiymen wish to spend. This study was designed to test the usefulness of

a partial progeny test, which could be practiced by maiy commercial poultiymen.

Progeny tests on a mass mating basis may be set up with either the sire

known or with the dam known. In testing the sire, no trap nests need to be
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UMd l«t Mogr null mating pens «r« required. The nmber of chicks pro-

<luced in such a nating depends a great deal upon the fertility of the indl-

Idaal parents and should a sire have poor fertility, few chides wlU be

produced. The second net^iod mentioned is not limited to naall pens but allows

the hens to be in large breeding peas and requires only that th^y be trapnested,

The partial proge^y test with known females was chosen for this study

because t (1) the pedigree recorcs ct the College Poultry Farm were ooaplete

in respect to both fsaUy sad individual bird for large numbers of hens,

(2) the pullets, from which the dams to be used in this experiment were taken,

had already been housed in large pens, (3) as all of these pulleU were

to be trai»ested such a choice would make little extra work for the farm

attendants, (U) the laying pens each held 250 birds which permitted the

testing of lax^ anabers of individual female breeders.

fhe purpose of this experiment was to measure the results obtained for

growth of crossbred chicks from female breeders selected on the basis of

their individual and family growth records when mass matings were practiced.

SEVinr cr literature

Growth in the chick is a continual succession of different factors

acting at various intensities throughout the life of the individual.

Jull and Quinn (192$) found that chicks weigh from 61 to 68 percent of the

initial egg weight. Work by Graham (1932) and Haaroe and Ifosin (I'^liO)

indicated that the weight of the egg and the chick are positively correlated,

fcsin and Munroe (19U) also found that the male chick was 0.6 to 1,8 per-

cent heavier at hatching than the female when bo<^y wei^it was expressed as

a percentage of the egg weight and the influence of the family differences



vas considered. This difference in male and fosale sibs appeared after

the eighteenth d^^- of incubation and was apparently due to the male chick

embryo's greater utilization of shell calcium to accompapy its heavier

bone aixi miscle structure*

Jull (1923) was one of the first to prove that growth curves ar©

different for aale and female chicks. After the eighth week the growth

of the female progresses at a relatively slower rate from week to week

than does that of the male. An accumulative sum, the differences in

weight at the end of any given period depend paitly on differences in

rate of growth during that period and partly on differences in rate of

grow^ during the preceding periods. This difference tends to make aiqr

comparative measurements between males and females after 8 weeks misleading,

Henderson (1928) analyzed data taken on ii-week-old pullets and determined

that there was a highly significant correlation between the chick weight

at h weeks fand the subsequent rate of growth. That is, the chicks which

were largest at h weeks were also largest at 8, 12, and 16 weeks. Funk,

Inandel, and Callehbach (1930) arrived at these same conclusions and advo-

cated the practice of culling the chicks on the basis of the ii-week and 8-«eek

weights

,

Upp (1928) determined that the size of the chick at hatching had little

or nothing to do with its subsequent growth. Environment is a big factor

in this respect and should hopper space be lacking, the smaller chicks maj

suffer as a result of crowding and insufficient feed,

Lemer (1937) studied the ontogenetic growth of the fowl and suggested

that a unifora morphogenetic pattern controls size relationship of the parts

within Callus gallus , although bantams do not conform to this growth pattern.
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Gutteridge and O'Neil (191^2) stress the statistically significant importance

of environiaental factors as well as hereditary factors in the detemination

of skeletal growth up until the chicks are at least 16 weeks of age* At

2k weeks of age the environmental influence has decreased until it no longer

has a significant effect, while "Uie inheritable factors become more evident,

Annuidson and Lerner (1933) workir^ with families of birds were tble

to distinguish genetic differences with respect to growth within a breed,

Schnetzler (1936) found that it was possible to breed fowl for inherited

growth rate differences and that these fowl could be selected at 8 or 9

weeks of age. Jaap and Lforris (1937) carried out similar e3q)erim8nbs

with the selection of progenies from different sires. However, these

workers disagreed on whether size, as measured at 3 weeks of age, could

be considered to be associated *lth nature weight, or was to be considered

a separate entity, Jaap and Morris stated that it is a separate entity,

while Schnetzler considered thet it was not,

Hess and Jull (19l8) developed strains of birds with high and low

feed efficienqr. They were able to demonstrate definite inherent differ-

ences in feed utilization efficiency between individuals irtiich could not be

ejqplained on the basis of body weight, rate of gain, or time, Male chicks

were found to be slightly more efficient than females with the effect

becoadng more pronounced as the body weight increased. Crossbred chicks

were More efficient in their feed utilization than the purebreds sired by

the saae male. Inbreeding i^peared to have detrimental effects upon the

efficiency of feed utilization.

That breed differences in growth rate do exist is quite evident to most

poultrymen. Some breeds grow relatively faster when young and slower as
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they i^proach maturity while other breeds grow relatively slo-wer when young

and make relatively great weight increases as th^ approach maturity,

ABBtundson and Lerner (193U) showed that breeds of the Anerican and English

classes grew more rapidly to 12 weeks of age than did breeds of the

Mediterranean classes,

Leghorn cockerels supposedly grow as rapidly as, or more rapidly than

males of other breeds until about the eighth week, at which time the heavier

breeds sujpass them. There is still some question as to liiether the reduction

in growth rate of the Leghorn is due to its having attained a greater pro-

portion of its body weight during the first 8 weeks, or to other factors,

A pronounced difference in the strains of Leghorns used in comparison with

other breeds in weight experiments makes this a difficult question to answer,

iMpBter (19la) congiared Mew Hampshires to fhite Plymouth Rocks, Rhode

Island Reds, and Miite "yandottes, and found that the New Haa^jshires made

the greatest gain per l*-week period up to 20 weeks of age, and also weighed

more at different ages up to hO weeks. The Mew Hampshires attained a higher

proportion of their weight in the first 20 weeks than did the other breeds,

O'Neil and Rae (19ii8) designed an experiment with Barred Plymouth Rock

females and males and New Haa?)shire males and determined that the weight of

crossbred male and female chicks at hatching, ^hen expressed as a percentage

of the weight of the egg at setting time, was significantly heavier than that

of Barred Plymouth Rocks. There was no significant difference between sexes

within breeds, although the males in both cases were slightly heavier.

The results of Lerner, Asmimdson, and Cruden (19li7) show that herita-

bility for li of the generally conceded characteristics of birds desirable

for broiler meat productiiin are as follows i



Characteristic Heritability percent

ISody freight $0
Keel length S)0

Length of breast JO
Vidth of breast 20

Indexes were constructed but the inqjossibility of assigning proper

economic weights to each of the traits studied makes such indexes of little

value at the present time. However, the use of individual Indexes was

found to increase efficiency in rate of iinprovement by 10 to Ik percent,

Heritability, as defined by Shoffner and Sloan (19U8) is "that fraction

of the total variation associated with a characteristic which is accounted

for by heredity" or, as stated by Lerner (19i»8), "heritability is the degree

of determination by heredity of the variability of the character considered",

Lerner further stated that Sewall Wright first combined the particulate

inheritance of Uendel and the aatimatical analysis of the bioraetricians,

and attacked the problem of qxiantitative inheritance on the basis of genotype

rather than on the basis of phenotype,

Bqphasis in breeding work has shifted since those days. The pedigree

as a criterion of worth has been replaced by the progeny test, the high

record bird becoming a matter of less excitement to the research worker

than a high faaily average. Attention is focused aore on the genetic forces

i*iich grossly change the type and variability of a population than on the

hypothetical sin&le gene (so often confused with character) determining the

value of an economic trait.



HiHRIALS AND METHOIIG

A total of 882 crossbred chicks was hatched In two lots on October 28

tanatotT h, I9h9, from Wn Haa^shire males mated to UShite Flyiaouth Rock

foutles. Three large mating pens iiere utilized and lli2 dams of both inbred

and non-inbred origin were mated to males 1-iaving different degrees of kinship.

All chicks were wing banded and were weighed in grams at 8 weeks of age.

Stock Used

Females , All dams used in this experiment were of the ''ansas State

College strain of Ihite Plymouth Rocks in the college flock.

Approximately 250 females and 17 males were in each of the mating pens.

The non-inbred female breeders used in this ejqieriment were housed at randoa

in 2 pens (A and C) and were mixed with other females not taking part in

the esperiaent. The inbred female breeders were in pen D. Sixty-one dams

in 17 "light" families, and 62 iama in 13 »hea^ families, plus 10 inbred

dau in $ "light" families and 9 inbred dams in 3 "heavy" families were used.

These h groupings of 102 dams produced 689 chicks i^ich were weighed at 8

weeks.

Males, All the New Hampshire males used in pen A were half brothers.

Those in pen B were also half brothers but were not closely related to the

ales in pen A, Half of the males in pen C were full brothers and the rest

were from other families. This division of males was planned to minimize the

genetic variation contributed by sires. Such related stock would presumably

have similar inheritance and would thus tend to eliminate possible variation

due to preferential mating.
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Selection of Breeders

The dams usee in this study were divided by families into "li^t"

ireight and "heavy" weight groups • Sereral inbred families were also studied.

The terms "faaiily", "light", "heavy", and "inbred" are interpreted through-

out this thesis as follows:

k faaily •> Anjf group of full sisters.

A light family - Any group of full sisters, the majority of whose

weights at 8 weeks was 700 grams or less.

A heavy family - Any group of full sisters, the majority of whose

weights at 3 weeks yias 7^0 grams or more*

An inbred family - A group of sisters from inbred lines which wer*

thMUMlves inbred. Very few of the pullets had a coefficient of inbreeding

of more than 3S percent. It is ingDortant to note that none of the chicks

pz^duced for the present study contained any inbreeding irtiaterer.

The family number and dam numbers used are ths sane as those used in

the College Poultry Farm records.

Selection of Family . The families were selected on the basis of

fertility, hatchability, and number of pullets reared to maturity. The

d-veek growth rate of the pullets themselves served as the basis for

separating the heavy from the light wei^t families, Sbe 700-gram "^-h—«

selected as the criterion for light families and the 750-gram minimum

selected for the heavy families were only arbitrary figures, no actual

figure having been used for dividing the families into hesvy and li^t

groups. The object was to divide the available families into the best possi-

ble groupings for this study and once a family was chosen, all the laying

^



fMudes trithln that faaLly were used. Sooe of the families could not be

used because of an insufficient nuoiber of daughters^ or because of too

nqgr deviations in Heights of the daughters. Some of the very lightest

families had been eliminated from the poultry farm; therefore^ the li^t

fasilles as represented in this thesis are not as low as night be ejected

in the average flock.

Inbred families were included in the hope of obtaining evidence of

hybrid vigor iriiich might be related to Uie amount of inbreeding carried

by the daii.

It must be clearly understood that the families were chosen from the

poultry farm records on the basis of the weif^t of the individual sisters;

therefore, the fail\ire in a light family of some light dams to lay, when

perhaps the only two heavy sisters in the family did lay, mi^t affect tte

results in this study. The opposite effect mi^t occur in a heavy family.

Li^ht and Heavy family Differences . The individual dams, upon which

this experiment is based, arc arranged in Fig. 1 by li^t and heavy families,

according to their own 8-week weights. A mean of 702.78 gr«u as shown in

Table 1 was cowqputed for the families selected as light, o(»q>ared to a mean

of 780.61 grams for the families selected as heavy. The difference between

light and heavy family means of 77.80 + 11.7li grams is hi^dy significant.

This proves that those families which were chosen as li^t did weigh

significantly less than those families selected as heavy.
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Table 1. A comparison of weifhts of those dams chosen to represent the

light iaailies and the heavy families.

Classification of family ; Dams, no

«

: MeaiTw^/at nks, of age, g.

Heavy 62 780 .61j 3Ji8

Light 61 702.78* 8.06

Difference 77.86 11.7U**<^

ZiThroughout this thesis * indicates value of P - <C .05 and ** indi-

cates value of P - < .01 (highly significant)

•

Housing of Breeders » Full sisters may understandably be hatched at

different times and thus begin to lay at different dates. The pullets

in the college flock had been hatched in several lots and had been housed

as their group commenced to lay. The non-iribreds Iqring first had been

placed in pen A and their younger sisters later filled pen C, This hap ened

to divide the family from individual dans quite evenly between the 2 pens,

lo other selection had been practiced in dividing the families between

those pens. The laying and non-laying dams were distinguished later from

their trapnest records and from tiie e^gs as recorded for incubation. All

ihbreds were placed in pen B, In both inbred and non-ihbred families the

light and heavy families were housed together and no distinction was made

between them at any time,

nt of Chicks

Each egg was marked with the hen's number as' it was removed from the

trapnest. The eggs were then placed in trays for holding. All of the eggs

from an individual hen were placed in a separate wire c mpartment diiring
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Fig. 1. A graphio representation of the S-weeks weights
of dams from "heavy" and "light" families.
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incubation. Upon the tiienty-second day the chicks were removed from the

incubator and wing banded for identification. On October 27> BhO chicks

in hatch 1 were placed under tViree 6-foot electric hovers in adjoining

10 X 10 foot pens in the brooder house at the College Poultry Fam, At

2 weeks of age the barriers between pens were removed and all chicks ran

together. At 1^ weeks of age two more 10 x 10 foot pens were opened for

additional space. Hatch 1 chicks were placed on the south side of the

brooder house and, as stated, occupied S connecting pens. On November U,

3li2 chicks in hatch 2 were placed in similar pens on the opposite side

of the It-foot walkway and thus occupied adjoining pens on the north side

of the same building. Hatch 2 chicks were started under 2 hovers and later

allowed to run in h pens. As no windows were on this north side, 7$-watt

electric lights were placed in each pen to provide additional light. Ten-

watt pilot lights burned continually under the hovers.

Ration

The chicks were fed a "high efficiency" ration. The ration was as

follows t

Ingredients Amount per 100 lbs.

n

Ground yellow corn 65 lbs.
Wheat bran h "

Dehydrated alf.5lfa 1 "

Meat scraps 5 "

Fish meal 5 "

Soybean meal 18 "

CaC03 0,5 "

Salt 0,5 "
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HnSOf^ 15 cms,
Vltaain D concentrate I4O "

Riboflavin 5 "

Prot A . 100 "

Ca, Pantothenate '-^ 100 mga.

LiThe Ca, Pantothenate was increased to 300 rngs^lOO lbs,
at the end of li weeks, because the first hatch appeared to be
suffering from a deficiency of Pantothenic acid.

Started on the regular 1 quart glass jar waterers, the chickens soon

learned to drink from the automatic waterers which were present in each

pen, and were never without water.

Feed was placed in the hoppers in the mom^jig and at noon and

allowed to be partially cleaned 1^3 ty late afternoon, at which time

they were fed enough to last until the next morning. The chicks received

no grain but were reared on a mash diet throughout the experiment, Tht

a^ was fed the first 3 days on clean egg esse cup flats and in chick hoppers.

These hoppers were replaced by larger hoppers as the chicks grew,

BSSULTS

As previously discussed iinder light and heavy family differences, it

WJuld be e:^ected that significant differences exist between the light

and heavy family dams froa which the crossbred chicks for this experijiient

were hatched. The highly significant difference between means of 77,36 +

11,7U grama, as shown in Table 1, was found to exist between the light

and heavy fasdlies.



Effect of Hatch

Th« dlLcks Kilthln this experloent were dlrlded into 2 hatches making

it necedsaiy to treat the data statistically to determine ii any signi-

ficant differences existed between the 2 groups hatched and reared separately.

For this analysis only those dasis were used which had male or female chicks

or both in each hatch. The total of the chick weights at 8 weeks of age,

divided as to sex, was found for each family, and the nean weight for each

sex determined for that faaiily. The mean weights thus found were used as

a basis by which to compute the standard deviation and the standard error

of the mean* Both ii^red and non-inbred families were used*

The piupose of limiting this analysis to only those dams having male

or female crossbred chicks in each group was to present a more accurate

picture of the true variation, if any did exist, between the 2 lots hatched

1 WMk apart and reared under similar conditions, by this method of

analysis, the mean difference In wei^t between the cliicks in hatch 1 and

the caicks in hatch 2 was found to be 6.01 * 21.22 grans for the females

and I;.l6 * 25.70 grass for tha males, as shown in Table 2»

Table 2. A conparison of weights of chicks at 8 weeks of age in hatch 1
and hatch 2 from the same dans.

• Female chicks : Male chicks
Hatch no. t ^, s t'!ean weight, g. j No. t Mean weight, g.

1 29 711.12 II4.98 33 826.38 17.72

2 29 705.11 15.03 33 830.22 18.61

Difference 6.01 + 21.22 ta6 25.70
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It was concluded that 2 hatches as similar in -weight as were these 2

could be added together for all further analysis.

Effect of Mating Pens

The non-inbred daas were housed in pen A and pen C in the sane

building, Kaaagpment was kept as much alike as was practically possible.

Most of the families in this study had laying daughters present in both

pens. The noraber of chicks i^ared ficn each pen was approximately equal.

There were 167 female and iSh male crossbred chicks from the dams in p«n

as ccMnpared to 157 female and lli8 male crossbred chicks from the dams in

pen C.

In attempting an unbiased selection for determination of the effect

of these 2 pens, only those families were used which had 2 or more chicks

of one sex reared to maturity from 1 or more dams in each of the 2 pens,

Th±B type of selection reduced the nuniber of chicks considerably but enou^

ftmilies were still represented to permit an analysis, Th* ^an difference

in weights between the male chicks from light families in pen A and the male

chicks from the light families in pen C was 11,6? + 35.96 grams. The male

chicks from the heavy families in pens P and C showed a mean difference of

32.89 + 23.37 grams. The mean difference in weight betn-een the feinale

chicks from the light families in pen A and the li^t families in pen C

was 29.81t l8.9lj grams. The female chicks from the heavy families had a

mean difference in weight between pens of 29.69 20,05 grams. None of

these differences between pens, as shown in Table 3, is sUtistically signi-

ficant. It should be noted, however, that the crossbred chicks from the

birds in pen A were in every case heavier. One possible ejqjlanation might
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be that the dams In pen A, being older, hf;d attained a better egg size, and

thus gave their chicks a better start when in co?acetition with the other

chicks. The difference in weight in favor cf chicks frora pen A might also

be traced to the males irtiich were half brothers from a family which apparently

carried penetic factors for more rapid growth than did tiiose aore numerous

families of males in pen C,

Table 3. A comparison of weights of chicks at 8 weeks of age from full
sisters in different mating pens.

I Source : •

Classification : of , ; Fenale chicks t :ale chicks
of dams ; chickaLi ; No. ; Mean weight, g, ; No. t Meanheight, g,

Light Pen A Sk 729.63 + 12.86 35 828.57 + 21* .5U
Pen C lt8 699.79 + 13,90 32 816.38 + 26.30

Difference 29.% * l5.9lt 11,69 + 35.96

Heavy Pen A $8 755.17 + 12,6U 16 901.30 17.90
Pen C 62 725,li8 + I5,i40 63 868.1a + 15.03

liifference 29.6? ^ 20,05 32,39 + 23,37

Oc,-Cinlj those families having 2 or raore chicks hatched from each pen
were used.

Effect of Inbred and Non-inbred Daas

Both inbred ?nd non-inbred dams were used in this study. The mean

weights of the crossbred chicks from the light end heavy families of non-

inbreds were heavier than the Means for the crossbred chicks from corres-

ponding inbred families, as shown in Table U. In 3 cases out of h, the

exception being the male chicks from the inbred light families, the mean

weight of the offspring of the non-inbreds was significantly greater than
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the mean -selght of chicks from inbred families of corresponding wei^t

classification. The differences were highly significant for both light

and heavy families. These results vere considered conclusive enou^ to

exclude the 63 chicks from the pen of inbreds from any further analysis.

Table U* A coa^arison of weights at 8 weeks of age for chides from inbred
and non-inbred dams*

l^ight t breeding l I

classification t source ; Female chicka i Hale chicka
of dams t of chicks ;"^, : Mean weight, g, ; Wo« : Mean weight, g.

Light lon-ihbred
dams 168 713.21 + 7.1j5 161 822.86 10ao

Inbred
"* ""

dama 22 6lli.09 27.1i2 17 807.6$ 37.85

Difference 99.12 23.39** 15.21 + 38.70

Heavy Boii-inbred
dams 161 7U7.I45 +3.30 Hi2 871.76 10.37

Iiibred
"" ""

11 632.73 23.lOt 13 752.31 + ii$.07

Difference llii,72 2hM** 119.U5 1)6.25*

Xffect of Family Classification of

of the main objects in tiiis study was to detenaine if any herita^

ble weight differences might be obtained in the chicks v*ien families selected

for light and heavy 8-week weights were mated to the 8«ia males. The weights

of the female chicks when arranged according to the proportion of chicks

in each 50-gra« weight interval (Fig. 2) demonstrate that the chicks from

the light families tended to occupy a lower range of weights than the

'••1« chicks from the heavy families. A few chicks from both the light
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I

[-Light family females
:,Iean wt, 168 chicks—713.21 grams

U-Hsavy family females
Mean wt. 161 chioks~747«45 q-rams

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950
to to to to to to to to to to to to
449 499 549 599 649 699 749 799 849 899 949 999

Range in weight of female chicks, grams.

Fig. 2. A graphic representation of the 8-\veek weights of female chicks
from dams classified as heavy and light.
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weight families and the heavy weight families are represented in the

extramas. The male chicks, iihen arranged in this same manner (Fig, 3)»

dMunstrate the fact that the male offspring of the light families

tended to occupy the lower extremes while the male offspring of the

heavy families occupied the higher extremes , The weights of tJie female

chicks ranged between iilO and 990 grams wliile the male chick weights

ranged between li30 to 1,250 grams. The 168 female chicks from light

weight families averaged 713*21 grsms at 6 weeks, and l6l female chicks

from heavy families averaged 7hl •kS grams. The difference in the mean

weight between the light and heavy families was 3U.2ii + 11,16 grams, a highly

slgnlficaint figure. The l6l male offspring of the light families averaged

822,86 grams at 8 weeks. The 11^2 male chicks of the heavy families averaged

871,76. This difference at 8 weeks in the mean weight between the 2 family

groups of 1)9,10 * li).U6 grams was also highly significant for the males.

These data are summarized in Table 5*

Table S, A ccmiparison of weights of chicks at 8 weeks of age hatched from
dams selected from families having high or low growth rates.

; Female chicks : Male chicks
Classification of dams »~1Wo, t Mean weight, g, t~Mo« t Mean weight, g.

Heavy l6l 7U7.1i5 8.30 lli2 871.76 10,37

Light 168 713.23+ 7.1i5 161 822,86+10.10

liifference 3l*.2ii + 11.16** 148,90 + lU.l46**
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Effect of Individual Y.eight of Doa

The chick weights divided by sex were arranged by light and heavy

families according to the 8-week weights of the dams, as separated by

50-gram intervals. This arrangement of chicks by number and by laean

weight gave an erratic trend with no clear cut relationship between the

weight of the chick and the weight of its dam. The cliick weights from

d4HM in the lowest ami highest ^O-graa weight classifications were particu-

larly variable. A possible explanation of this deviation from the expected

weight was that very few chicks were present. The few chicks were offspring

of only 1, 2, or at the most 3 dams, which was an insufficient number i^)on

i^ich to base conclusions.

These sarie data regrouped upon the basis of the 6-week ireights of the

individual dams under 750 grams and over 7^0 grams showed that the heaviest

half of the dams in the light families had heavier chicks than did the

lightest half. The reverse was tznie when the heavy families were treated

in the same manner, for male and female chicks of the heaviest half of the

heavy family dams weighed less than the chicks from the lightest half of

the heavy family, as shown in Table 6,

To detennine If there was any difference in mean weight when all

chicks were considered, all the dams regardless of family were regrouped

according to weight at 8 weeks on the basis of those dams which weighed

less than 750 grams and those which weiglied 750 grans or more. In the

total population, 8-week-old female chicks fix>m dams weighing more than 750

grams averaged 25,39 graae aore in weight than chicks from those dans which

weighed less than 750 grain, Eight-week-old male chicks from dams triiich

Wi^bBd more than 750 granas weiglied 37,79 grams more than male chicks fro«

irtiich weighed less than 750 grams.
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Table 6, A co^arison of offspring at 8 weeks of age when families of
breeders were divided on the basis of the dan*s S-week weight
into "lightest half and "heaviest half".

•
•

: Family
: classification
: of dams

• leight ST dan^ •

Sex : ''ervi

1 Chicks,
: no.

3St L&lf
: ^an
: i?t., g.

• T.ij^htfst half ': Difference in
of
chicks

Jhicks,

:

no. :

j^ean

wt., g.

: Biean

: wts., g.

Female Ught 28 735.00 lijO 706 .Hi 28.86

Heavy 115 7li3.65 la 75? .20 Minus B,55

Both lli3 7la.96 181 716.57 25.39

Uale Light 28 858.57 133 8i5.ia 1^3.16

Heavy 10$ 670.10 36 883.33 Minus 13.23

Both 133 867.67 169 829.88 37.79

weighing more than 750 grams were considered as the "heaviest
half" while dans weigtdng less than 750 grains were consideixd as the
"lightest half".

Thus it may be concluded that the 8-week weight of the chick is related

to some extent to the individual 8--week weight of the dam.

To obtain more information on the inheritance of weight in crossbred

chicks the families were again divided. The chicks of the lightest sister

were compared to the chicks of the heaviest sister within each family.

Divided as to sex, the average 8-week weight of all chicks from the lightest

sister from each of the families was compared to that for chicks from the

heaviest sister of the same families. At 8 weeks of age the female chicks

of the heaviest sister from heavy families averaged 3li,61i grams More in

weight than female chicks of the lightest sister. At 8 weeks the male

chicks from the heaviest sister of the heavy families averaged 35,U3
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more in weight than male chicks from the lightest sister. The female and

MSle chicks frcm the heaviest sister in light families •were heavier in

weight by 3,Ii7 grams and 31.52 grams, respectively, than chicks from tlM

lightest sister. These data are given in detail in Table 7,

Table 7. A ccm^jarison of weights of the offspring from light and heavy

faaiilies at 8 weeks of age for the lowest and highest weight

dam in each family.

: lami]^ : s

Sex : classifi- t Progeny hatched from t

of : cation of i Heaviest sister : Lightest sister"" ; Difference

chicks ; dans : Ko. : Mean wt., g, tifo, ; Mean wt., g.^t Mean wt„ g.

Females Heavy 26 773.08 32 7li3.l4i4 31.61;

Light 30 711.33 28 707.86 3.1*7

ttOnt Heavy 35 881 .U3 20 8U6.00 35.1*3

I4ght 33 821.52 23 780.00 31.52

Discussion

The most useful interpretation of the concept of heritability is con-

Xiiwd to additive effects of genes. Lemer (191*8) mentions that the addi«

tive action of genes is a sufficiently accurate postulate to permit the

eoiqratation of expected gains for a given selection intensity. Nearly

•11 the estimates of herttability contain this additive genetic variance

and differing amounts of the variance due to dominance.

Estimates for the heritability of different factors in poultry produc-

tion have been determined by various persons. These estimates are summarized
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by Shoffner and Sloan (I9I48) as follows:

Characteristic Heritability, percent

Body weight 32 - 75
Egg pixjduction 16 - hi
Sexual maturity 12 - 15
Hatchability 16

Viability 8-13

The seemingly wide differences in heritability as apparent in the

above list are not due to carelessness but to the various weights put

xapon certain genetic traits in order to make the biological data meet

the bionietrical methods of approach. Most of the methods of estimating

heritability depend upon the degree to which related individuals resemble

each other more than do um^leted ones, thus fny changes due to environ-

ment, or any error attached to the statistic during computation will

affect tne estimate of heritability.

No attempt was made in this brief experiment to arrive at any

estimate of heritability* In the mass matin^^s used for this experiment,

it was impossible to measure the genetic contribution of the males fron

which the chicks were hatched. However, the significant differences in

8-«eek weights found to exist between the crossbred chicks from light and

heavy families studied throughout this experiment indicate that dams froa

families having most rapid growth to 8 weeks of age transmit the most

rapid rate of growth to their progeny. Analysis of these same data on

the basis of the individual dam's own 8-week weight did not prove to be

aa practical a method of selection us the use of family records for the

inheritance of rapid growth to 8 weeks of age*
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The highly significant mean difference in weight between the breeders

selected from 2 gro\4>s of families designated as light and heavy was

77.86 + ll,7li graajs, A highly significant mean difference in the weight

between male chicks from the light and heavy families was 148,90 + lii.i»6

grams* The female chicks from these 2 groups also had a highly signili-

cant mean difference in weight of 3h*2h * 11.16 grams. Therefore, the

families selected as heavy on the basis of the number of members having

high 8-week weights transmitted this weight inheritance to their progeoiy,

A highly significant difference in mean weight at 8 weeks of age was

found to exist between the crossbred chicks from inbj^d and non-inbred dams.

The crossbreds from inbred dams did not show evidence of greater hybrid

vigor than those from non-inbred dams. They were, in fact, inferior to the

crossbred chicks from non-inbred dams*
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Table 3 , Tabulation of data showing family, dam. 8-.week wei^t of dam.

and average 8-week weights of raale and female chicks

•

fam,
no.

•
• *

•
• *

: Lisms

female s • fiales

• Hatch 1 J Hatch 2 : Hatch 1 t Hatch 2

•

! No.:

i^v. :

i»t.,g, (

:

No.:

Av.
wt.,g.

: :

: No.t i»t.,g. .t No.:

Av,

: No.: V't,,g,

2 92 620 1 530 1 680

559 800 h 695 3 913 3 917

626 930 2 675 2 895

633 630 !• 680 3 807

6I46 610 1 760 2 855 2 675

21 U7 730 1 750 1 800 3 927 1 720

132 630 1 780 1 li30

230 650 3 610 1 820 2 890

560 760 1 6U0

698 650 5 606 1 6iiO

701 330 1 560

731 730 2 525 2 630

27 163 720 2 630 2 805 ll 698

5U7 700 h 675 2 725 3 812 1 8U0

550 650 2 900

67U 780 3 807 2 865 2 790

696 830 1 6I1O 2 820 1 lliiO

31*' 19 7iiO 1 1020

171 blO 5 700 1 870

188 820 1 770 2 770 3 877 1 960

196 720 2 8U0

522 720 1 820 1 780

529 750 1 700 1 690 2 3IjO

606 690 1 Uio 1 750

607 750 1 1060

608 820 1 800 1 820 3 91^7 2 935

637 780 h 715 3 813 1 720

661 780 3 790 3 827

32*' 108 750 h 705 2 700 2 880 1 880

526 860 1 7I4O 1 720 2 865
622 700 2 625 2 760 2 880

737 770 1 820

36^^U7 800 3 680 1 680 2 775 2 880

561 870 1 670 1 770

597 730 1 900
667 680 3 6I47 2 835 1 9U0
688 910 3 792
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Table 8, (cont.)

,

1

r«i,
no.

•

t

,t Dans

•
9 Females t

"

f'fales

t Hatch 1 : Hatch 2 : Hatch 1 : Hatch 2

J.v. t :

: No.:

Av.
wt.,g.

t

: No.:

: :

t No.: Kt.^g.I ito. : ''t.,f.

38* 28 730 k 732 2 935 1 1000 3 9liO

128 630 3 715 2 71;5

579 760 3 637 3 617
623 730 3 710 1 81,0

711 730 1 670 1 690 2 1005

58 88 660 3 767
202 700 3 693 2 7i>0 2 830
668 720 2 710 1 780 h 785 1 900

60* 189 820 1 850
237 870 1 7liO 1 550
570 930 2 I495 1 890 1 780

69* 6 750 3 697 2 855 2 990
57 850 3 900 1 820
61 650 1 590

139 670 2 790 2 865 h 965
556 81iO 2 700 1 860 3 1015 1 950

7U 56 720 1 595 2 725 2 7I1O

68 710 1 810 1 870
193 720 1 700 3 980
205 710 3 707 U 796 5 880

77 39 760 3 777 3 777 I4 765
73 720 h 715 2 720 3 827 2 880

176 700 2 895 3 750 ii 762 2 980
197 670 2 7ltf) 1 870

92 103 660 2 665 2 705 1 890
161 7ii0 2 630 3 780 2 795
16U 770 1 630 2 815 1 750
166 700 2 590 2 880
238 770 2 670

96* 173 750 1 660
186 700 2 815 2 875
577 780 1 700
605 800 1 730
61,7 820 5 772 2 855 1 800
651* 870 i( 8Q5 2 880 3 1055 2 970
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Table 8, (cont,).

z

t

Fn.i Daas

: ^sHS^'** •

: Hatch 1 : Hatch 2 : Hatch 1 s Hatch 2

_: : Av. • «
• • AV. : : Av. t : fiy.

no, t No, : "t.,g. ': No,: Trt-.,g, X No.j ^•+.3E. : No,: w+„g . : No,: w+..,g.

675 780 2 8U5 2 boo 1 650 2 980
738 B30 1 500 1 820 1 71IO

/

99* 669 7I1O 2 800 1 660 2 888 1 720
676 730 1 730

107 1?0 620 3 733 2 690 3 777 2 960
179 730 1 700 1 860
?39 ^ 1 660 1 620 2 835
638 610 3 680 1 780

110 95 600 1 760
198 61jO 2 775 2 625 2 675 1 700

In lliO* 363 700 1 7I1O

277 880 1 680 1 800
302 700 3 827 2 920

In lia* 3ij9 830 1 730
350 820 3 6U0 1 620 2 7I1O

351* 770 1 ii70 1 600
360 750 1 630
121 810 2 582 1 630

In lii6 293 580 1 660 1 820
378 820 1 510 1 670 3 680 1 720

In lli9 267 690 1 780 1 790 1 930
289 670 1 560 1 5U0 3 896 2 800
298 71*0 5 53I4 1 6I4O 1 700 1 960
339 730 1 980

In 153* 290 590 1 7hO 2 600

In B25 I4O9 61^0 3 666 1 7li0

In BU3 ii39 600 2 825 1 6I4O

In B51 h2h 550 1 660
J469 610 3 593 1 620

•
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liable b , (cout,).

Ftt.

•
•

s

t Dams

• r,i.^ Pies
1ales

: ^Pt ^h 1 t VTat nh 2 : Hatch 1 : Hatch 2

: : -M-V. • •
• • ii"V. • AV. : : x.v.

ao« t No,: >t.,c. "; No.t Wt.fg. » No.t *t.,g. : No.t wt.»f« t No, •?*»i s»

210 11^2 690 h 735 2 765 2 925 1 730

177 700 3 710 1 9i40 3 667 1 850

191 730 h 692 1 7I4O 3 9ii0 2 920
\ 2^7 600 2 770

S^k 7I4O 2 715 1 870

672 660 1 660 1 800 3 lOiiO

211* 21$ 830 1 810 1 710

520 860 u 8ij0 2 760 1 1250 1 1220

221 229 690 U 715 1 970

52$ 750 3 727 2 620 1 71;0 2 990

636 660 3 657 2 770 2 7U0 1 810

712 750 3 793 1 850 1 1020

223 203
209

690
670

7 318 1 680 1 960 h
1

850
81j0 1

538 7ijO h 712 2 320 2 61jO

700 670 1 680 1 680

2214 133 680 2 665

551 670 3 723 1 790 1 880

616 670 1 650

228* 137 790 3 770 1 620 1 760 3 910

187 650 5 8ii2 1 630 3 1063
2U 780 5 738 3 1010 3 910
502 030 1 820 2 075
5ii3 760 2 785 3 818 1 970
580 790 1 800

615 8I1O 2 620 3 833 3 777

232 707 700 3 690

233 566 660 1 730 1 760 1 710 1 800

593 710 3 693 2 580 3 760 1 680
715 620 3 763 1 880

723 670 1 570 1 61i0 1 815



Table 8. (concl,).

3I4

J

Dams

: leinales Males

i : Hatch 1 t Hatch 2 !
' Hatch 1 • Hatch 2

Faa.i : : iiV. •
: AV. • Av. •

ft

4 A-v.

no, t No. « Tft.jg. t No.r wt,,g. : J«JO,t wt.,5. i No.s ^"^ •« S • : No.t wt„g.

2i»0* 103 730 1 720

I8ii 300 it 760 1 600 u 838 1 880

190 790 3 790 3 717

192 8iiO 3 800 1 730 h 830 2 750

2ltl» 562 770 1 860 1 730

631 910 2 765 1 830 1 660

720 600 1 8I1O 3 793

73lt 810 1 970

2kk 613 810 2 638 1 800 1 860 1 920

670 750 1» 778 2 8I4O

^ilhrcroughout this table indicates those families classified as

heavy. All other families are classified as light. In indicates those
families Tjhich are inbred. All families not so marked are non-irfbred.
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Table 9. "Weights by 10-gram intervals for the individual female chicks
from light faaiiliej.^

Class range : « 2
t Fren, (dev.)(fit, in g.) : frequency

kho I 7l;,61i3.7

U30 1 5ii,386.9
500 1 15. .'.58 .5
530 2 67,131.8
5i!0 2 60,003.1i
550 1 26,637.5
560 1 23,li73.3
570 2 l4l,0l8.2

580 3 53,23i4.7

590 2 30, 361 .U
610 6 63,913.8
620 S li3,UU0.5
630 7 U8,l467.3
61jO 9 li8,237.3
650 S 19,977.5
660 12 33,975.6
670 3 5,601.3
680 5 S,!^h.S
690 5 2,693.5
700 6 l,0li7.0
710 I la .2
720 13 599.3
730 7 1,973.3
7ij0 9 6,a59.3
750 2 2,707.0
760 8 17,5lli.)4
770 3 9,675.3
780 3 13,382.7
790 3 17,690a
800 6 1^5,195.0
610 U 37,Ii73^
820 7 79,828.7
830 U 514,559.6
81^0 2 32,151 .li

860 1 21,51^7.3
870 2 149,166.2
860 u 111,275.6
890 1 31,2514.7
900 1 314,390.5
910 2 77,1452.6
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Class rtmge
(Vt, in g«) I'requency Freq, (dev«)'

920

990

1
1
1

?1,''33.7

76,012.7

n - 168

X - 713.21

(T - y ^^^ - 96.^1

SEx - - - 7..U5

^iln Table 9 through 12, the class range has been omitted when the
frequency was zero.

Table 10. 7,eights by lO-gram intervals for the individual feaale chidM
£rom heavy faiailies.

Class range
(?t. in g.) Frequency

loo

kso
$00
520
530
51iO

550
600
610
620
630
61iO

6^
660

i^req. (dev.)'

113,872.5
9li,525,5

71,529.5
61,231.5
51,733.5
U7,28ii.5

ii3,035.5

116,959.5
108,707.5
37,735.0
32,li87.0

la, 383 .5
16,182.0
18,993.0
38,237.5
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Table 10. (concl.}«
•

Class range •

! Freq. (dev.)'(int. in K.) : frequency

670 5,998.5
680 31,8)46.5

690 6,601.0
700 20,263.5
710 5,610.0
720 a, 521.0
730 1,218.0
7hO liliJb.O

ISO 32.5
760 13 2,0^7.5
770 3,051.0
780 U, 238,0
790 5,li3l.5

800 22,092.0
810 15,650.0
820 U2, 108.0
830 20,iai3.5m 25,696.5
850 52,582.5
860 50,670.0
870 30,037.0
880 105,U7.0
890 Uo,6ia.o
900 93,086.0
910 26,U22.5
920 29,773.5
9iiO 71<, 151.0
960 2 90,355.0
980

n

1

161

5^,079.5

X • 7i»7,i;5 :

G" -

n
10$.28

siar- 16-. 1q .30
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Table 11, V.eights by lO-gram intervals for the individual male chicks
froa light fajnilies.

Glass range : « 2
ienc7 t Freq. (dev.)CA't, in g.) : Freqi

U30 :L I51i,338.98
500 :L 10i4,238.58
5ijo :L 80,009.78
550 JI 1148,905^6
560 :I 69,095.38
590 :L 5U,223.78
600 I2 y9, 333.16
610 :I U5,309.58
6ijO S 100, 313 .3U
650 :L 29,880.53
660 ir 53, 01^6 .76
670 :> 70,098.51
680 li 81,635.92
690 5 52,955.31
700 :1 ij5,283.7U
710 ]^ 60,919.52
720 1b 1^2,320.72
730 :1 25,b68.9U
7liO J5 31,328.90
750 J! 10,617.16
760 J! 7,902.76
770 Ji 11,176.72
780 r 12,858.86
790 Ji li, 319.12
800 ii 3,135.1*8
810 1k 661.52
820 1r 57.26
830 J! 101.96
81iO <i 1,836.72
850 i i I4,lil9.ii8

860 I
I 6,896.90

870 1 i 13,333.08
880 5» 16, 321:.90
890 *

> 22,538.90
900 J5 11,901.16
910 ii 15,186.76
920 5* 1^7,180.90
930 1I 6c3,873.88
9ltO 3

> la, 165.3U
990 ]L 16,161^.58
960

I 1 56,1*22.114
970 i i 143,300.36
980 Ai 98,771.92
990 aJ 55,371.56
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Table 11 , ( concl , )

,

Class range t :
2

(V,t, in g.) : P'requency I Freq. (dev.)

1000 3 914,135.7U
1020 3 116,^92.5U
1030 1 lj2,906,98

lOliO 3 lU,W49.3i4
1050 3 1514,777.7U :

1090 1 71,363.78
llliO 1 100,577.78

•

n " l6l

X - 822.86

<r • >/ ^=^~ - 128,17

SEJc - <r + 10.10

"v/n -

Table 12, I'^ei^ts by lO-grara intervals for the individual male chicks fron
heavy families.

(dass range t ! fS

(T^t, in e.) t Frequency : Freq. (dev.)'^

590 1 79,388.70
620 I 63,383.10
650 2 98,355.00
660 2 89,6314.60
690 2 66,073.140
700 113.006.00
720 69,093.30
730 60,287.70
7liO 69,141*2.80
750 Wt, 1476 .50
760 71;, 9ia .30
770 10,355.10
780 58,939.30
790 6,6814.70
800 20,593.00



ItO ^
Table 12, (concl,).

n
Glass range I

•
•

2
(V«t, in g.) : frequency : Freq, (dev.) -

810 k 15,257.20
320 6 16,068,60
830 3 5,231.70
81^0 6 6,05?.20
850 2 9li7.00

860 5 691,50
870 k 12. U)
880 6 l,3ii3.20
890 h 13,308.00
900 2 1,595.00
910 h 5,81^9.20
920 1 2,327.10
930 h 13,567.60
9hO 6 27,9UO,20
950 h 21,1^86,00
960 h 31, 1^5.20
970 7 67,557.70

1000 k 65,732,00
1010 h 76,liUl.20
1020 2 ^2,950.20
1030 1 25,039.90 ^^
lOliO 1 28,30li.70 M
1050 1 31,769.50
1060 2 70,868.60
1070 2 78,598.20
1080 2 86,727.80
1100 2 10li,l87.00
1220 1 121,271.10 ^
1230 1 128,335.90 1
1250 1 lit3,065.50

m

n llt2 n
X - 871.76

(T- y Xfd^ - 123.55
a

Sto - - "^ -i 10.37
n

JM
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Purpose

The purpose of this experiment nas to measure the results obtained for

growth of crossbred ohioks from female breeders selected on the basis of

their individutl and family groirth records iriien mass matings irere practiced.

Discussion

A partial progeny test iias designed such as could be practiced by a

oonmercial poultryman. This involved the trapaesting in 3 large pens of

pedigreed pullets mated to New Hampshire males*

The dams used in this study were divided by fSmilios of full sisters

into "light" weight and "heavy" weight groups. Several inbred families also

were studied.

In choosing the families an arbitrary average weight of 700 grams or

less was selected to represent the light families while 750 grains or above

was chosen to represent the heavy families. Actually the mean 8->week

weight for the light dams used in this study was 702.78 grams as compared

to 780.64 grams for the dams in the heavy families. This difference in

the mean weights between the light and heavy families was 77.86r 11*74

grams, ndiioh is a highly significant difference in weight*

The 8-week weights of the dams themselves served as the primary basis

for separating the heavy families from the light weight families. The

females were also selected to some extent on the basis of fertility,

hatchability, and number of pullets reeired to maturity. Once a family

was chosen all the dams within that family were used*

The 142 dams of the Ejansas State College strain of ^ite Plymouth Rocks

were chosen from 700 pullets housed in 3 adjoining laying pens. The dams

were grouped into 4 divisions as follows t 17 light families, 15 heavy



tmiXim^ 5 labrtA light ftaUlet, end 8 inbiwd heavy ftaaiUes, The s»ssb«r

•f imm vr—mxt in «Mh ^tmp mt &., 08, ID, and 9 birdb, r««pMtiv«ly«

Itvtutttu 8Mr ltop«hir* ml«t wmi uMd la MMh pro, lb* mIm la pm A

«tr« half hrothera, ThoM la p«a B vara alao half hrothan, but oot oleaalgr

ralatad to thoaa In pn A, Qaa-half tha oalaa In pan C vara uoralatad, tlw

rawa t iirtar wmra half brothara* Tha larga fteftillaa of half tirothara in pans

A and B mare xiaoA la an affort to laialtaiaa poaaible wriatiaa daa t«

prafarantlal loati&ga*

AU asga wmf anrload with tha da&*a xamSbmr and all ohioka ^v «lag«

taated* Fiva hnodrad forty Ahitics ^iw hatehad on Ootobar 27 (hatah 1) and

842 ahlaka ivara hatafaad m Jk/nOmr 4« 1949, (hatoh 2). Thoao ohiaka vara

plaood in adjoining pmo In tha aaaa baildiaf and raoaivad tha taaa faad nd

Raaulta

Bo alg&ifiaant diffaranoa aaa found to axiat bataeac aoighta of ohlOks

fr«a hat^ 1 and hat^ Z or bataaaa wighta of l^oaa froa pae A and thMM

fran paa C. Cro«al»^ abioka fr«Bi tha inbrad daw vara al^aifioantly

diffarant In naight fraa aroaa1»red ohioka frcai aaKlAMi dwa* For thia

raaaaa tiia thiigSsM fran IxUKrad daaa «ara axoludad froB furlAiar malyais*

Bishly aljAifiaant diffaranaaa In 8««aak naleht vera appamt iriMi

Ml* and Itaala ohioka frooi tha Ught fnillM wn aoiqparad to ahiaka of

•ladUr aaa froa tha haacvy finailiaa* Tha diffaranoa In apaa 8««aak might*

of fanOa ohioka tram ligfat and haairy faaUiaa aaa 8^ 11*18 gTMHi* A

•«V»naan of aala ohioka fraa tha aaaa ftelliaa raaultad in a 41^ 14*48 grwMi

diffaranoa in 8i«aak «ai|^t« Xha diffaranoa in both aaaaa aaa hlshly

•ifl»ifiaant*



Chioks tram the dams classified as the heaTiest half of the sisters

did 1(6 igh more than dhioks from the dams classified as the lightest half

of the sisters.

It was concluded that families selected as heavy on the basis of heavy

8-vsek weights transmitted this weight inheritance to their progeny. Th«

crossbred chicks from the Inbred dams In this experiment did not perform

well iriisn compared to crossbred chicks from norvinbred dams*


